The development of binocular vision is an active learning process comprising the 10 development of disparity tuned neurons in visual cortex and the establishment of precise vergence 11 control of the eyes. We present a computational model for the learning and self-calibration of 12 active binocular vision based on the Active Efficient Coding framework, an extension of classic 13 efficient coding ideas to active perception. Under normal rearing conditions, the model develops 14 disparity tuned neurons and precise vergence control, allowing it to correctly interpret random dot 15 stereogramms. Under altered rearing conditions modeled after neurophysiological experiments, 16 the model qualitatively reproduces key experimental findings on changes in binocularity and 17 disparity tuning. Furthermore, the model makes testable predictions regarding how altered rearing 18 conditions impede the learning of precise vergence control. Finally, the model predicts a surprising 19 new effect that impaired vergence control affects the statistics of orientation tuning in visual 20 cortical neurons. 21 22 31 the left and right retinas. These differences are called binocular disparities and are detected by 32 populations of neurons in visual cortex (Kandel et al., 2000; Blake and Wilson, 2011) that have 33 receptive subfields in both eyes. Frequently, they are modeled using separate Gabor-shaped filters 34 for each eye, where the disparity is encoded by a shift in the centers of the filters, a difference 35 between their phases, or by a combination of both (Fleet et al., 1996; Chen and Qian, 2004). The 36 responses of such disparity tuned neurons can be used to infer the three-dimensional structure 37 of the world. At the same time, we also learn to align our eyes such that the optical axes of our 38 two eyes converge on the same point of interest. These so-called vergence eye movements are 39 also learned and fine-tuned during development (Held et al., 1980; Fox et al., 1980; Stidwill and 40 1 of 24 Manuscript submitted to eLife Fletcher, 2017). Again, this learning does not require any obvious help from outside, but must rely 41 on some form of self-calibration. 42 While it has long been argued that the development of disparity tuning and vergence eye move-43 ments are interdependent (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965), it has been only recently that computational 44 models have tried to explain how the learning of disparity tuning and vergence eye movements 45 are coupled and allow the visual system to self-calibrate (Franz and Triesch, 2007; Zhao et al., 46 2012; Klimmasch et al., 2017; Eckmann et al., 2019). These models have been developed in the 47 framework of Active Efficient Coding (AEC), which is an extension of Barlow's classic efficient coding 48 hypothesis to active perception (Barlow, 1961). In a nutshell, classic efficient coding argues that 49 sensory systems should use representations that remove redundancies from sensory signals to 50 encode them more efficiently. Therefore, sensory representations should be adapted to the statis-51 tics of sensory signals. Based on this idea, a wide range of data on tuning properties of sensory 52 neurons in different modalities have been explained from a unified theoretical framework (Dan 53 et al.54 AEC goes beyond classic efficient coding by acknowledging that developing sensory systems shape 55 the statistics of sensory signals through their own behavior. This gives them a second route for 56 optimizing the encoding of sensory signals by adapting their behavior. In the case of binocular 57 vision, for example, the control of vergence eye movements is shaping the statistics of binocular 58 disparities. By simultaneously optimizing neural tuning properties and behavior, AEC models have 59 provided the first comprehensive account of how humans and other binocular species may self-60 calibrate their binocular vision through the simultaneous learning of disparity tuning and vergence 61 control. 62 A generic AEC model has two components. The first component is an efficient coding model that 63 learns to encode sensory signals by adapting the tuning properties of a population of simulated 64 sensory neurons (Olshausen et al., 1996; Olshausen and Field, 1997) . In the case of binocular 65 109 process is depicted in Fig. 1B (see Methods for details). 110 In the human retina, the receptive field (RF) size of ganglion cells increases towards the periphery 111 (Curcio et al., 1990) . We incorporate this idea by extracting patches from an input image at two 112 different spacial scales: A high-resolution fine scale is extracted from the central part and a low-113 resolution coarse scale is extracted from a larger area (orange and turquoise boxes in Fig. 1 and 2) . 114 Covering a visual angle of 8.3 • in total, the fine scale corresponds to the central/para-central region 115 (including the fovea) and the coarse scale to the near-peripheral region with a diameter of 26.6 • . 116
Introduction 23 Humans and other species learn to perceive the world largely autonomously. This is in sharp 24 contrast to today's machine learning approaches (Kotsiantis et al., 2007; Jordan and Mitchell, 25 2015), which typically use millions of carefully labeled training images in order to learn to, say, 26 recognize an object or perceive its three-dimensional structure. How can biological vision systems 27 learn so much more autonomously? The development of binocular vision presents a paradigmatic 28 case for studying this question. This development is an active process that includes the learning 29 of appropriate sensory representations and the learning of precise motor behavior. Species with 30 two forward facing eyes learn to register small differences between the images projected onto vision, this is a population of visual cortical neurons receiving input from the two eyes that learns to 66 encode the visual signals via an efficient code. The second component is a reinforcement learning 67 (RL) model that learns to control the behavior. In the case of binocular vision, this component 68 will learn to control eye vergence. For this, it receives as input the population activity of the visual 69 neurons and learns to map it onto vergence commands. This learning is guided by an internally 70 generated reward signal, which reinforces movements that lead to a more efficient encoding of 71 the current visual scene. For example, when the eyes are aligned on the same point, the left and 72 right images become largely redundant. The efficient coding model can exploit this redundant 73 structure in both eyes, by developing neurons tuned to small or zero disparities. Conversely, such 74 binocular neurons tuned to small disparities will represent any remaining misalignments of the 75 eyes, providing informative input for vergence control. In this way, learning of vergence control 76 supports the development of neurons tuned to small disparities and this developing population of 77 neurons in turn facilitates the learning of fine vergence control (Zhao et al., 2012) . 78 Importantly, however, this normal development of binocular vision is impaired in a range of 79 alternate rearing conditions. In fact, already since the days of Hubel and Wiesel, alternate rearing 80 conditions have been used to improve our understanding of visual cortex plasticity and function. 81 Manipulating the input to the visual system during development and observing how the system 82 reacts to such manipulations has shaped our understanding of visual development until today. 83 For example, artificially inducing a strabismus leads to drastic changes in the tuning properties 84 of neurons in visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965) . A comprehensive theoretical account of the 85 development of binocular vision must therefore also be able to explain the experimentally observed 86 differences in alternate rearing conditions. Therefore, we here test if a recently proposed AEC model 87 of the development of binocular vision can reproduce and explain the large range of experimental 88 findings from different alternate rearing conditions. Indeed, we show that the model qualitatively 89 captures findings on how different alternate rearing conditions alter the statistics of disparity tuning 90 and binocularity. Furthermore, the model makes specific novel and testable predictions about B Processing steps of the active efficient coding model. One image is generated per eye. We convolve them with different kernels, such as those in the inbox, to simulate alternate rearing conditions (N: normal, V: vertical, H: horizontal, O: orthogonal, M: monocular). Binocular patches are extracted in a coarse and a fine scale (green and orange boxes) with different resolutions. These patches are encoded by activations of basis functions via sparse coding and combined with the muscle activations to generate a state vector. While this vector is fed into the reinforcement learning architecture, the sparse coding step also generates a reconstruction error that indicates the efficiency of encoding. We use this signal as reward (purple arrow) to train the critic, which in turn evaluates states to teach the actor. Finally, the actor generates changes in muscle activations, which result in rotations of the eyeballs and a new iteration of the perception-action cycle. differences in vergence behavior under the different rearing conditions. Surprisingly, it also predicts 92 systematic differences in the statistics of orientation tuning of visual cortical neurons depending 93 on the fidelity of vergence eye movements. Overall, our results support AEC as a parsimonious 94 account of the development of binocular vision, highlighting the active nature of this development. Fig. 1A ). An image is rendered for the left eye and a second image is rendered for the right eye. 101 Binocular patches are extracted from these images and encoded by a sparse coding algorithm. The 102 activation levels of the learned binocular basis functions (BFs) can be thought of as firing rates of 103 binocular simple cells in primary visual cortex. The basis functions themselves roughly describe their 104 receptive fields and are optimized through learning (Olshausen and Field, 1997). These activations 105 are then squared and pooled across the image to obtain a more position-invariant representations 106 mimicking the behavior of complex cells. From this state representation a reinforcement learner 107 generates vergence commands that symmetrically rotate the eyeballs inwards our outwards. This 108 results in two new images being rendered and a new simulation iteration starts. The complete only strive to improve the neural encoding by reducing the reconstruction error. We demonstrate 138 this behavior in Video 1 (videos/vergence_movements.mp4) and will analyse it in greater detail in 139 the following sections. 140 A critical test of any model of the development of stereoscopic vision is whether it can handle 141 random-dot stereograms (RDSs), which represent the most challenging stimuli for stereopsis. Since 142 their introduction by Julesz (1971) RDSs have been used extensively to investigate the human ability 143 for stereoscopic vision. Nowadays they are used in opthalmological examinations to asses stereo 144 acuity as well as to detect malfunctions in the visual system, such as strabismus or amblyopia 145 (Walraven, 1975; Okuda et al., 1977; Ruttum, 1988) . In these experiments participants view a grid 146 of random dots through a stereoscope or another form of dichoptic presentation. Typically, the 147 central part is shifted in one of the two images which results in the perception of stereoscopic depth 148 in healthy subjects. The advantage of this form of examination is that there are no monocular 149 depth cues (such as occlusion, relative size, or perspective). The impression of depths arises solely 150 because of the brain's ability to integrate information coming from the two eyes. 151 To show that our model is able to perceive depth in RDS, we generate various RDS and ren-152 der the shifted images for the left and right eye separately. We expose the model that was 153 trained on natural input stimuli to a range of RDS with different spatial frequencies, window 154 sizes, disparities, and object distances. A video of the performance can be found in Video 2 155 (videos/performance_on_RDS.mp4). The model is clearly able to detect the differences in the 156 images and align the eyes on the virtual plane that will appear in front or behind the actual object 157 plane in the RDS. Averaged over all trials, the model achieves a vergence error of 0.2 • . This is 158 comparable with our results on natural images (see Fig. 6 ) and indicates that the model generalizes 159 well to artificial images it has never seen before. Another interesting feature of the neural representation that has been studied extensively in 208 the context of alternate rearing is the binocularity. The binocularity index (BI) is used to assess how 209 responsive a neuron is to the inputs from the two eyes. A binocular neuron requires input from both 210 eyes to respond maximally, while a monocular neuron is mostly driven by just one eye. 211 To determine the binocularity indices for the neurons in our model we use the original method 212 from Hubel and Wiesel (1962) . They determined a stimulus that maximizes the monocular response, 213 and applying this stimulus separately in left or right eye to get the (monocular) neural responses binocularity index of 0. We attribute this to the limited vergence performance in these cases, that 227 we will analyse in the next sections. 228 If, on the other hand, the input differs qualitatively for the two eyes ( Fig. 4 , bottom row) the 229 receptive fields will also differ in their monocular sub-parts. This can also be observed in Fig. 2 for 230 the orthogonal, monocular and strabismic case. Looking at the binocularity index, we find that 231 most of the cells become monocular, with a symmetric distribution for orthogonal and strabismic 232 rearing. Monocular deprivation of the right eye leads to a distribution of binocularity indices that is 233 mostly monocular for the left eye. 234 We also find differences between coarse and fine scale, with slightly fewer binocular and slightly 235 more monocular cells in the latter one. This indicates that left and right part of the BFs in the fine 236 scale tend to be marginally more different than in the coarse scale. Patches that serve as input to 237 this scale are not down-sampled and have a high resolution. Small differences in the input patches 238 will therefore not be blurred out and lead to small differences in the learned BFs since the sparse 239 coder strives for reconstructing the input as accurately as possible. 240 Looking into the biological data, we find the pronounced peak at binocular neurons in the case, the distribution of preferred disparities is peaked at zero. The height of this peak is reduced 269 for rearing conditions with in-congruent input to the two eyes. 270 Comparing the normal with the vertical and horizontal case, there is an increase in the number 271 of cells that are tuned to non-zero disparities. This indicates that under these alternate rearing 272 condition, the agents are exposed to non-zero disparities more often. This is in good agreement 273 8 of 24 with the results from the next section (also see Fig. 6 ), where we will see that those models perform 274 less accurate vergence movements compared to the normal case. 275 In the strabismic case, a neuron's receptive fields in left and right eye are driven by un-276 corresponding input. This results in very few disparity tuned cells that exhibit a much broader 277 distribution of preferred disparities. 278 To investigate the effect of a less severe strabism we conduct an additional experiment similar 279 to Shlaer (1971) (see Fig. 2 ). Here, we fix the strabismic angle to 3 • , which results in a corresponding The object plane is put to a distance ∈ [0.5, 1, ..., 6] m, the initial vergence error is chosen 315 randomly from −2 to 2 • , and 40 stimuli that were not seen during training are applied on the object 316 plane. From these initial conditions we run the simulation for 20 iterations and record the vergence 317 error at the end of each fixation. The results of this testing procedure are displayed in Fig. 6B . Here, 318 the gray shaded area indicates a vergence error of 1 pixel. We observe that the normally trained 319 model exhibits the best performance and actually achieves sub-pixel accuracy in the great majority 320 of trials. Interestingly, the performance declines for the vertical model. One could expect the model 321 that was trained solely on vertical edges to be better at aligning those edges. We attribute this to 322 mis-alignments (or false matches) between the two images that happen more frequently, when the 323 world is made up only of vertical edges. Additionally, the neural representation that was learned 324 during the exposure to vertical edges only might not be utilized as efficiently as before, now that all 325 orientations are present in the input. 326 Even though the performance of the model trained on only horizontal orientations is quite poor 327 Figure 7. Reward functions for the different rearing conditions. The reward function is what drives the reinforcement learner to move the eyes in a useful fashion. For all different conditions, we plot the rewards that the models will receive at different disparities. Notice the log-scale on the y-axis. The data are averaged over 10 stimuli that were not encountered during training, three different object distances (0.5, 3, and ), and 5 random seeds for every condition. The shaded area represents the standard error. Only those models that receive corresponding input in left and right eye display a reconstruction error that is minimal at zero disparity. These are the only models that learn to verge the eyes.
during training, after applying the correction it clearly displays a verging behavior. In comparison to 328 the orthogonal, monocular and strabismic models, it reduces the vergence error, though being less 329 accurate than the other two cases. 330 The main difference between the conditions under which vergence could or could not be learned 331 is the correspondence between the input images. When the inputs to the two eyes are in-congruent 332 -as in the orthogonal, monocular and strabismic cases -we could not observe any improvement 333 in the vergence error. Matching input, on the other hand, always led to the learning of vergence 334 behavior. This becomes apparent especially after testing the learned models on un-altered inputs. 335 Since this is the first study to investigate the quality of learned vergence movements after expo-336 sure to alternate rearing conditions (to the best of our knowledge), the differences in performance 337 are a genuine prediction of our model. 338 To explain this phenomenon we consider the reward function, which shapes the model's behav-339 ior during training. Figure 7 shows the averaged reconstruction error over three different object 340 distances and ten stimuli for the different rearing conditions. We defined the reward as the negative 341 reconstruction error of the sparse coders. In the normal case, we clearly see an optimum of the 342 reconstruction error at zero disparity. This also holds for the vertical and horizontal condition, 343 whereas those are at least one magnitude smaller. We argue that the differences in the rewards 344 lead to the differences in vergence performance, since all models that could not verge display a 345 reward function that is rather flat for different disparity values. The models with a negative peak 346 at zero disparity, on the other hand, all learn to verge and the difference in the magnitude of the 347 reward seems to be reflected in the vergence performance after training. In the second case, only the sparse coder is trained while the RL agent is removed. During the training procedure, this model is exposed to random disparities in the input images. In the last case, only the sparse coder is trained, but additionally, we artificially set the eyes to always verge perfectly on the objects in front of it.
348

Model predicts how vergence movements influence the statistics of orientation
Like that, this model does not learn vergence movements and is not exposed to disparities as well. Asteriks indicate a statistically significant difference between the samples as revealed by the students t-test (p-values are 0.007 and 0.001). B These models were trained with a Laplacian distribution of different disparities. Depicted are the relative amount of BFs tuned to vertical orientations in dependence of , the standard deviation of the Laplacian. = 0 corresponds to 0 disparity all the time, while = 20 is an almost uniform disparity distribution. Error bars indicate the standard deviation over 5 different seeds. The black dotted line indicates the amount of vertically tuned neurons in the normal model. reference model which was trained on normal images and learned an appropriate vergence policy. 353 We compare this model to a version that was trained on the same input images, but could not 354 verge the eyes. Specifically, the sparse coder was trained normally, but the RL part was removed. 355 This model saw different disparities during training by looking at objects at different depths, but 356 was not able to change this distribution of disparities to facilitate the encoding. We refer to this 357 model as the "random disparity" model. In another version of the model, we artificially always 358 set the vergence angle to correctly fixate the objects. In this way, this model was never exposed 359 to disparities (except for very small ones in the periphery that arise because of slightly different 360 perspectives in the left and right eye). We refer to this version as the "zero disparity" model. 361 Figure 8A shows the fraction of neurons that are tuned to vertical orientations (0 ± 15 • ) for these 362 three models. When the influence of the RL agent is removed, we observe a significant decrease in 363 the number of vertically tuned neurons. This change must be caused by the different distributions 364 of disparities that the models experience due to their different motor behavior. In the model that 365 was trained without disparities, we find the least amount of neurons tuned to vertical edges. 366 To study the role of the distribution of experienced disparities more systematically, we train We show the location of two RFs (yellow and cyan circles) on a patch in the visual field and present them with three different disparities. The inputs are depicted as anaglyphs, compositions of two images where the left image goes into the green channel and the right into a magenta channel. When the two images are corresponding, the anaglyph will appear in black and white, while un-corresponding parts will appear in green and magenta. For each disparity and RF we show the BF that is selected by the sparse coder to encode the input. While the BF that encodes the input in the cyan RF is the same for all disparities, the input inside the yellow RF can best be reconstructed by BFs that are tuned to that exact disparity.
the input image, the number of vertically tuned neurons is maximized. 376 An intuitive explanation for this over-representation of cells tuned to vertical orientations is given 377 in Fig. 9 . Here, we depict a part of an input image at three different disparities. While the horizontal 378 edge can be encoded by the same BF for all disparity values, the vertical edge demands three 379 different basis functions to represent the input pattern faithfully. A system that experiences these 380 disparities in its inputs, needs to devote neural resources to represent them all. If the distribution 381 of disparities becomes too wide, however, individual neurons will receive close to independent 382 input from both eyes and disparities that lie in the range that can be represented by a single basis 383 function will be rare. tuning properties adapt to the statistics of the sensory signals. In this framework, the behavior of 390 the organism has been largely neglected, however. Specifically, there has been hardly any work on 391 how developing neural tuning properties shape behavior, how the developing behavior affects the 392 statistics of sensory signals, and how these changing statistics feed back on neural tuning properties. 393 We argue that understanding the development of sensory systems requires understanding this 394 feedback cycle between the statistics of sensory signals, neural tuning properties and behavior. 395 The active efficient coding (AEC) approach offered here extends classic theories of efficient coding 396 by a behavior component to study this feedback cycle in detail. Here we have focused on active 397 binocular vision, where a simulated agent autonomously learns to fixate a target object with both 398 eyes via vergence eye movements. All parts of our model self-organize in tandem to optimize 399 overall coding efficiency. We have shown that that our model can autonomously self-calibrate 400 and even perform accurate vergence on random dot stereograms, despite having never been 401 exposed to such stimuli. In addition, we have reproduced various animal studies on alternate 402 rearing conditions, which often show dramatic effects on neural representations and behavior. 403 Our simulation results are in qualitative agreement with experimental findings, lending additional 404 support to our model. Beyond explaining a range of experimental findings, our model also predicts 405 systematic changes in the learned vergence behavior in response to altered regarding conditions. 406 In addition, the model predicts that the learning of accurate vergence behavior systematically (Rothkopf et al., 2009) . 443 Next to addressing the above limitations, an interesting topic for future work is to use the model 444 to study the development of amblyopia. For this, we have recently incorporated an interocular 445 suppression mechanism, since suppression is considered a central mechanism in the develop-446 ment of amblyopia (Eckmann et al., 2019) . Such models could be a useful tool for predicting the 447 effectiveness of novel treatment methods (Papageorgiou et al., 2019; Gopal et al., 2019) . 448 In conclusion, we have presented a computational model that 
where the vector of activations is allowed to have only 10 non-zero entries. The are chosen 478 by matching pursuit (Mallat and Zhang, 1993) . This greedy algorithm selects the 10 BF from the 479 respective dictionary that yield the best approximation̂ , of a patch. 480 The reconstruction error is calculated as the sum over all squared differences between all 481 patches and their approximations, normalized by the total energy in the input patches:
The total reconstruction error = + is used as the negative reward (see following section) 483 while the errors for each scale are used to update the BF (Olshausen et al., 1996) . 484 The state representation is given by a feature vector, where every entry describes the mean 485 squared activation of one BF over the whole input image:
(3)
Taken together, this feature vector has 2| | entries for both scales combined.
487
Generation of motor commands 488 The uses an actor-critic architecture (Grondman et al., 2012) , where the actor and critic use neural 497 networks as function approximators. These neural networks receive the state vector that is the 498 concatenation of the BF activations from both scales (see previous section) and the current muscle 499 innervations. The entries in are scaled by Welford's algorithm (Welford, 1962) to have zero mean 500 and a fixed standard deviation (0.02 in our simulations).
501
The critic is a one-layer network that aims to learn the value of a state. From the state vector it 502 approximates the discounted sum of all future rewards
where represents the reward achieved at time and is the discount factor. To update this 504 value network, we calculate the Temporal Difference Error (Tesauro, 1995 
where represents the learning rate for updating the critic.
507
The actor is a two layer artificial neural network with 50 hidden units (with tanh activation functions) and a two-dimensional output that depicts changes in muscle innervation for the two relevant eye muscles (lateral and medial rectus). The generated motor outputs are random in the beginning and the network is updated whenever the given reward was higher than estimated by the critic:
where is the actor's learning rate, ( ) is the action selected by the actor at time , and 508 = ( ) +  (0, 2 ) is the action that is actually executed. Adding Gaussian noise to the actor's 509 output to discover more favourable actions is called Gaussian exploration. The last term scales the 510 update depending on how much better the action was than expected with respect to its standard 511 deviation.
512
Simulation of alternate rearing conditions 513 The deprivation of oriented edges is simulated by convolving the input images with elongated 514 Gaussian kernels defined by:
where ∕ represent the standard deviation in the horizontal/vertical direction. . 523 To simulate monocular deprivation (MD) we set = = for the right input image only. 524 The small patches that we extract from this strongly blurred image contain almost no high spatial 525 frequencies.
526
A strabismus is artificially induced by rotating the right eye ball inwards as it is commonly done 527 in biological experiments by fixating a prism in front of the eye or by cutting the lateral rectus 528 muscle. In our Open-Eye-Simulator, however, we can rotate the eye by a specific angle. One input 529 patch in the coarse scale covers 6.6 • . When we set the strabismic angle to 3 • there is still an overlap 530 in the input images that will be reflected in the neural code. In contrast, when the strabismic angle 
with ′ = cos ( ) + sin ( ) and ′ = − sin ( ) + cos ( ).
538
Here, denotes the frequency, the phase offset, the standard deviation of the Gaussian 539 envelope, the spatial aspect ratio and the orientation, where = 0 deg corresponds to a vertically 540 oriented Gabor function. We initialize the parameters randomly 150 times and fit the function 541 either to the left or right BFs (or to both, see below). To evaluate the quality of the fits, we record 542 the difference between the actual BFs and the Gabor fit. More specifically, the residual is defined as 543 the sum of the squared differences in single pixel values between BFs and the fit. To compare the 544 fits across the different experimental conditions, we only took those fits where this residual was 545 less than or equal to 0.2. This accounts for more than 96% of all BFs in the healthy case. 546 Another interpretation for these fits is a stimulus that maximally activates the particular neuron. 
to get a binocularity index between -1 (monocular left) and +1 (monocular right), where 0 means 553 perfectly binocular. 554 When fitting this function to binocular BFs, we assume that all parameters are equal for the left 555 and right monocular sub-region of the BFs except for the phase offset , that can be different for 556 left and right eye. Following the assumption that the disparity tuning in a binocular cell is encoded 557 by means of this phase shift, we can calculate the preferred disparity of a neuron by:
The maximally detectable disparity is given by the RF size, that is, the visual angle one binocular 559 patch covers. BFs with a disparity preference bigger than that are excluded from the analysis.
560
Laplacian disparity distribution 561 The probability density distribution of a Laplacian distributed random variable is defined as
To simulate the disparity distribution we set to the angle that is desired to fixate an object at a 563 certain distance 564 = 2 arctan( 2 ), 
